Menninger Papers  
(Larry Friedman)

Box 1:
1. Flo Menninger Diary/letters 1924-1941
2. Edwin Menninger Diary 1908, 1909
3. Introduction to William C. Menninger Diary 1910-1939
4. William C. Menninger Diary 1910-1940
5. William C. Menninger Diary 1925-1940
6. William C. Menninger Diary 1940-1947
7. William C. Menninger Diary 1948-1949
8. William C. Menninger Diary 1950
9. William C. Menninger Diary 1951
10. William C. Menninger Diary 1953
11. William C. Menninger Diary 1954
12. William C. Menninger Diary 1955
13. Letters from Karl Menninger 1919
14. Letters from Karl Menninger 1920s
15. Letters from Karl Menninger 1930s
16. Letters from Karl Menninger 1940s
17. Letters from Karl Menninger 1950s
18. Letters from Karl Menninger 1950s
19. Letters from Karl Menninger 1960s
20. Letters to Karl Menninger 1920s
21. Letters to Karl Menninger 1930s
22. Letters to Karl Menninger 1940s
23. Letters to Karl Menninger 1950s
24. Letters to Karl Menninger 1960s
25. Notes to and from Karl Menninger and letters never sent 1940s-1960s
26. Notes to and from William C. Menninger 1940s-1960s
27. Letters to William C. Menninger 1920-1949
29. Letters from William C. Menninger 1920-1950

Box 2:
1. Paul Bergman correspondence 1947-1954
2. Frederick J. Hacker correspondence 1961-1966
5. J. Cotter Hirschberg correspondence 1953-1967
7. George Klein correspondence 1952
8. Robert P. Knight correspondence 1938-1947
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Box 2: (continued)

11. Roy Menninger correspondence (to Roy) 1960-1979
12. Roy Menninger correspondence (from Roy) 1966-1968
13. Roy Menninger correspondence (Roy to himself) 1965-1968
14. Walter Menninger correspondence 1967
15. Misc. Menninger family members correspondence 1924-1966
16. Gardner Murphy correspondence (from Gardner) 1953-1967
17. Gardner Murphy correspondence (to Gardner) 1951-1984
18. David Rapaport correspondence (from David) 1944-1960
19. David Rapaport correspondence (to David) 1940-1983
20. Les Roach correspondence 1949-1966
22. John R. Stone correspondence (to John) 1939-1947
23. John R. Stone correspondence (from John) 1933-1947
24. Robert L. Worthington correspondence 1943-1958
25. Miscellaneous correspondence 1930s-1950s
26. Miscellaneous correspondence 1960s-1980s
27. A. T. Unit Leaders minutes 1959-1962
28. Board of Trustees minutes 1943-1968
29. Business meeting minutes 1935-1938
30. Chief of Staff meeting minutes 1961-1962
32. Coordinating Council minutes 1961-1962
33. Department Directors minutes 1948-1966
34. Education Committee minutes 1945-1963
35. Ekstein Seminar minutes 1949-1954
36. Employees Council minutes 1945-1947
37. Evaluation Book Conference minutes 1960
38. Executive Committee minutes 1940s
39. Executive Committee minutes 1950s-1960s
40. Hospital /Supervisor meeting minutes 1950-1965
41. Long Range Planning Committee minutes 1946-1966
42. Medical Council minutes 1950-1951
43. Staff meeting minutes 1950
44. Planning and Coordinating Committee minutes 1946-1950
45. Presidential Search Committee minutes/interviews 1966-1967
46. Professional Staff Organization minutes 1965-1966
47. Research Department committees minutes 1946-1960
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Box 2: (continued)
49. Seminars-minutes 1939-1963
50. Senior Council minutes 1963-1965
51. Social Workers Staff meeting minutes 1946-1966
52. Topeka Psychoanalytic Society/Institute minutes 1938-1966
53. Miscellaneous minutes 1931-1969
54. American Psychoanalytic Association meeting minutes 1982
55. Circulars and papers on management of the Clinic and Foundation-by William C. Menninger 1935-1965
56. Printed material-miscellaneous circulars 1930s-1960s
57. Audio recordings (transcripts) 1940-1953
58. Audio recordings (transcripts) 1953-1974
59. Legal documents 1965-1966
60. Scrapbook materials 1933-1983

Box 3:
1. Émigré File 1933-1954
2. Board of Trustees 1942-1967
3. Les Roach papers 1948-1967
4. Seward Hiltner correspondence 1965-1968
5. Bernard Hall correspondence 1966
6. Material concerning clinics 1918-1926
7. Material concerning clinics 1927-1931
8. Material concerning clinics 1932-1935
9. Material concerning clinics 1936-1937
10. Material concerning clinics 1938-1939
11. Material concerning clinics 1940-1941
12. Menninger School of Psychiatry-Seward Hiltner 1957
13. Interview of Karl Menninger by Harold Maine 1952
14. Highlights of the 25th annual meeting-Board of Trustees 1965
15. D. Bernard Foster correspondence 1985
16. Interviews with Michael Gorman (National Committee Against Mental Illness) 1972
18. Interdepartmental Council minutes/memos 1969-1973
19. Annual reports of Education Department 1949-1953
20. Annual reports of Educational Therapy Department 1940-1942
21. Annual reports of the General Secretary 1945-1953
22. Grant applications 1942-1959
23. Annual report of the Medical Director 1936-1944
24. David Neiswanger papers 1942-1961
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Box 3: (continued)

25. Philip Menninger papers 1939-1965
27. The Menninger Foundation Corporate Archives 1947-1953
28. William Menninger Diary (in possession of Catharine Menninger) 1956
29. Institutional records-Menninger Foundation Corporate Archives 1925-1973
30. Annual Reports of the President 1943-1944, 1965
31. Monthly Reports of the Research Department 1944-1950
32. Quarterly Reports of the Research Department 1952-1954
33. Annual Reports of the Research Department 1941-1953
34. Progress and Final Reports of the Research Department 1942-1967
35. Miscellaneous annual reports 1949-1969
36. Miscellaneous reports 1935-1955
37. Miscellaneous reports 1956-1969
38. Speeches and Research Notes by Karl Menninger 1922-1983
39. Speeches and Research Notes by Will Menninger c. 1933-1966
40. Reminiscences of Will Menninger 1966
41. Speeches of Charles Menninger 1924, 1952, 1965
42. Historical Papers regarding Menninger Foundation 1923-1984
43. Papers and speeches by D. Rapaport mid 1940s-1984
44. Papers and reports by G. Murphy 1958-1959, 1966
45. Interviews, notes and chapter drafts for L. Robbin’s biography of Karl Menninger 1978-1980
46. “Midwestern Magnificence” by Edwin Menninger 1948

Box 4:

1. Miscellaneous speeches and presentations n.d.
2. Miscellaneous speeches and presentations 1934-1953
3. Miscellaneous speeches and presentations 1954-1951
4. Miscellaneous speeches and presentations 1963-1982
5. Unpublished works from Special Collection Room at Menninger Foundation 1949-1983
6. The Menninger Foundation’s Institutional records 1934-1966
7. Will Menninger’s diary 1952
8. Institutional Archives of the Menninger Foundation 1951-1967
9. The Menninger Foundation Trustees Room (Tower Building) 1948-1967
10. Patient Care Department-Steering Committee minutes 1963-1964
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Box 4: (continued)  
11. Institutional Records  
12. Karl Menninger Papers (personal)  
13. W.A. White correspondence with Karl Menninger  
14. Gardner Murphy papers  
15. Unfiled materials  
16. Unfiled materials  
17. Bernard Hall Papers  
18. The Menninger Foundation budgets  
19. The Menninger Foundation institutional records  
20. The Menninger Foundation institutional records  
21. The Menninger Foundation institutional records  
22. Radgers' Directory of Topeka and Shawnee County  
23. Papers by Mabel J. Remmers  
24. Unpublished manuscripts from Special Collections Room at the Menninger Foundation  
25. Unpublished manuscripts from Special Collections Room at the Menninger Foundation  
26. Articles and correspondence-Lester Luborsky  
27. Topeka Psychoanalytic Society  
28. Margaret Mead Papers  
29. Robert Switzer Papers  
30. Neuropsychiatry in General practice: Post Graduate Course lectures  
31. Menninger Foundation archives-unclassified  
32. Interview between Lois Murphy and Phil Holzman  

Box 5:  
1. Bulletin of the Southern California Psychoanalytic Institute and Society  
2. Adolf Meyer Papers  
3. Discussion of Guide to Order Sheet  
4. The Psychohistory Review  
5. 20th Century Interview of Karl Menninger by Walter Cronkite  
6. Miscellaneous papers  
7. Miscellaneous papers  
9. Book chapters/writings: Chapter Two “Family Reconfigurations”  
10. Book chapters/writings: Chapter Three “The Emergence of a Hospital Treatment Program”
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Box 5: (continued)
12. Book chapters/writings: Chapter Five “A Tale of Two Families”
15. Book chapters/writings: Chapter Seven “Education and Pluralism: Dr. Karl and the Emergence of the Menninger School of Psychiatry”
16. Book chapters/writings: Chapter Eight “The Home Campus in an Age of Expansion”
20. Book chapters/writings: Chapter Twelve “Epilogue: Roy Menninger’s Presidency—the Early Years”

Box 6:
1. Various articles involving research in psychotherapy 1931-1977
3. Tape: Interview of Thomas Mikula by Larry Friedman in Topeka, Kansas January 11, 1985
4. Photographs and negatives of the Menninger family and Clinic (used in book)
5. Photocopies of the Menninger Foundation Scrapbook 1919-1953
7. Bulletin of the Menninger Clinic Nov. 1940
10. The OASAYCAP Century-One Hundred Years of Trial, Error, And Success in applying the Three R's to juvenile delinquents in Kansas, 1881-1981